morelli
metal systems & architectural design

Morelli metal systems & architectural design is the firm of the sheet metal work for
building and architectural quality design, which was born as evolution and synthesis of two
synergistic companies, Super Canali and Canna engineering for metal chimneys, leaders in their
respective sectors for innovation, quality and attention to detail.
COVERING ROOFS - AESTHETIC VENTILATED FACADES
SHEET METAL WORK FOR RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING & ARCHITECTURE
RESTORATION WORKS
EXHAUST & AIR TREATMENT SYSTEMS
The well known technical experience, also international, growing for over 40 years, is combined
with the most modern production technologies of the sheet metal working industry, to achieve
the functional and aesthetic purpose.
The installation activities, internal to the company, planned within a detailed final design and
attention to aesthetic result, allows to introduce and harmonize the most advanced and flexible
solutions for metal, long lasting resistance, with the discreet application of the materials more
reliable, warmlook and elegant, creating a dialogue entirely between the solution and the
architecture with the guarantee of the final result.
The metal systems proposed are inspired by the desire to enhance discreetly the natural beauty
of metal in its different finishes and types for roofs, facades, internal and external coatings,
exhaust and air treatment systems with a flexible range of solutions to meet every architectural
requirement, improving creativity and design freedom.
In roofing and ventilated facade cladding, with passion Morelli aim is to
make the "metal" alive and dynamic, providing plasticity to the designer
for the identity of its building, to coat with an appropriate dress and make
it environmentally sustainable, supported by the certainty of an investment
for the immediate return in terms of architectural enhancement, energy
saving and environmental interior comfort.
The Technical Office is avaiable dicectly in construction site for an expert
advice, entering in cooperation with the designer for the development of
customized and technically aviable solutions, in order to make any
intervention an opportunity to enhance the structure, where the design
choice becomes a rational and emotional investment for the future.

realizzato a cura di Ing. L. Morelli

tutti i diritti riservati - vietata la riproduzione anche parziale di testo ed immagini

The internal management of each stage of production-installation-design ensures total quality control
and realization deadlines, from the incoming of the raw material in the company up to the careful
installation, through flexibility and indipendent factory production that allow the designer to create
projects with a unique design with no limit, suitable for any architecture.

A reliable and present structure, handled within ISO9001 certification, for the first Italian factory with
a complete cycle, with CE marked products in FPC regime Factory Process Control, all with the TUV
partner.

The Morelli attention to environmental sustainability is always a priority, in fact all the necessary
energy to the activities is integrally produced by "photovoltaic park Maria Galassi" of 1 MW.

www.canna-engineering.it

www.supercanali.it
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UNI EN ISO 9001
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